Day 331
Dear diary

Sorry for leaving you alone for 14 days but my energy was so low that I could not make myself
write anything inside you yet. You did not miss anything other than today we found food so my
energy is back again which is why I am writing. But as the bad things we are out of gas while we
still have not seen any sight of the army or anything. Before you might say were can you drive
north for 14 days without reaching anywhere then I just want to say that we drive at night and we
did it very slowly to be sure the aliens did not notice us if they was nearby. I guess we have reach
around 500km to north of our starting point and the only new thing we have seen since we left is
snow. I like snow even it is cold when you try to survive. I hope Niklas, the baby and I can go ice
skating, play snow ghts or build a snow man in the future if all this war has not ruined the earth
too much for us to live on. I am glad that the soldier found us with the truck as I would not have
been able so far without some way of getting transported. Niklas is still annoyed on him for trying
to rape me but he knows that I would have been dead now if he did not drive us. The other
soldiers acts like nothing have happen since he left the forest camp and is already talking about
old times and things they have experienced. Niklas is still quiet about what have happen to him
between the time we have been away from each other and that worries me a bit. I am glad he
lives so what more can I ask for. Niklas on the other hand is trying to get our radio working and it
is taking its told on me too, more than his silence about the period we was spilt up. Anyway my
belly calls me to sleep so will try to do that.
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Good night diary.

